We give a direct proof of the fact that the complex bordism ring Ut is a polynomial ring, based on Quillen's approach. The proof is self-contained, apart from the assumption that the groups U" are all finitely generated and an algebraic lemma on formal groups.
1. Preliminaries. U-structures. A U-structure on a map /: X -* Y between (paracompact, smooth) manifolds is a homotopy class of complex structures on vx © f*rY where vx is the normal bundle of X in R^ (suitable N) and ty is the tangent bundle of K When Y = pt we have a U-structure on X, which may also be specified by a complex structure on tx ffi e (e a real trivial bundle of suitable dimension). A U-manifold is a manifold with [/-structure and a U-map is a map with [/-structure.
Clearly, If £ is a complex bundle over a closed manifold A" then the zero-section i: X -> F is a [/-map. The £u/er cte e(£) is i*i*lx in i/*( A"). We have e(£, ffi £2) = e(£,)-e>(£2)and e(f*E) = f*e(E). If, in U*(X), we write u ~ v to mean that « -p g E¿¡, (/*( A) (i.e., w -d is a sum of elements each of which is divisible by at least one a¡¡), then we have e(Lx ® L2) ~ e{Lx) + e(L2).
The main result we will prove (in §2) is Theorem (Quillen). 1 g U0 and the a^j generate [/* as a ring.
Characteristic numbers. To get relations in (/* we will use the splitting principle together with certain cobordism characteristic numbers.
Define <E>: ß,,(P(/(«)) -* Un(CP((p -l)n)) (a close relative of the Steenrod-tom Dieck pth power operation) by the formula $(£) = 77*c(2 ® £) where £ is a bundle over M, tt: P X M -» P is projection, P = CP((p -l)n), ® is external ®, 2 = f ffi • •• ©f"1 and /j 3* 2. We claim that q*$(E) = 0. Granted that q*$(E) = 0, it follows, from the Gysin sequence for f, that $(£) is a multiple of e(Çp) in i/*(P) and hence that $(£) ~ an element of pU+(P). Comparing coefficients of z(p~l)", we deduce that 4>( M) -an element of pU*, which proves the proposition.
To show that q*<$>(E) = 0 it suffices to show that /*e((£ Clearly all horizontal maps are proper and all vertical maps are (/-maps. Let us consider the three rectangles: (1) I.
(2)
We claim that the above rectangles are pull-back diagrams. As for (1) consider L X Ep. This is a bundle over £ X Mp. Its restriction to the diagonal Lx M is L X (E ffi ■ ■ • ffi£), i.e. £ X (p ® £). Clearly, in £ X Ep the zero section Lx Mp and (the total space of) the bundle £ X (p ® £) intersect transversally in the zero section of the bundle £ X (p ® £), which is LX M. This proves that (1) is a pull-back diagram. As for (2), it is enough to observe that the bundle £ X (p ® £) over Lx M splits into the Whitney sum of the "diagonal" bundle Lx E and the "antidiagonal" bundle £ X (v ® £). Finally, (3) 
